
The Story of the Worshipping Church

Synopsis 
Eager to learn from others who faced the same challenges that you face today?  
Wish you knew more of the inspiring stories behind the greatest hymns of all 
times?  Look at 2000 years of congregational worship and “know the past, so that 
you can be worthy of the future”  (Ukrainian national poet Maxin Relsky) 

Seminar Premise 
• Only those that “know the past, are worthy of the future”.  Or in the words of 
church historian William Lund, "We study the past to understand the present; we 
understand the present to guide the future." 
• Church music history is important because WE ARE the past: the sum of all the 
events--good, bad, and indifferent--that have happened to us. This sum product 
guides our actions in the present.  But unaware of the origin of our values, we fail to 
identify and understand the presuppositions that cause strong feelings to surface and 
emotional statements to be made.  The only way we can understand who we are and 
how we got to be that way is by studying how we got here.    

Who will benefit from this seminar? 
Creative people who lead others in worship 
Christians with an interest in history 
Church leaders who would to learn from the success and failures of the past 
Musicians, artists and leaders who want to blaze new trails for the future 

Seminar outcomes 
• Learning to appreciate the heroes of the past. 
• Gaining an appreciation for the great hymns of the church 
• Unnecessary reinventing of the wheel 
• Avoiding the mistakes of the past 
• Understanding the dynamics of what is happening in church 
• Finding balance in worship 
• Acquiring rich worship and teaching resources 
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The Story of the Worshipping Church

Typical Seminar Schedule* 

SESSION 1  
• The Importance Of The History Of Congregational Song 
• The First 1400 Years - The Song Stilled 
• Hymn History Lessons 1 - 4 

SESSION 2  
• 16th century - the stream divides and the song is restored 
• Reformation and renaissance 
• Reformation and luther 
• Reformation and other reformers 
• Hymn history lessons 5 - 16 

SESSION 3 
• The song revitalized - 17th & 18th century 
• The pietistic and evangelical movements 
• Birth of English language hymnody 
• Eighteenth century evangelical awakening 
• Hymn history lessons 16 - 24 

SESSION 4 
• Renewal and the new song - 19th century America 
• Romanticism 
• Hymns and hymn writers of the nineteenth century 
• Hymn history lessons 25 - 28 

SESSION 5 
• 20th century hymnody 
• Worship in the 21st century 
• Contemporary christian music 
• Effective congregational worship 
• Hymn history lessons 29 - 35 

*Schedule and topics may be adopted to as necessary to local situ-
ation.  

As time allows, seminar provides numerous opportunities for re-
flection and integration of artistic medium of choice. 
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